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Discord bot groovy commands

Best music bot for controversy. Groovy is the easiest way to play music on your server. Just join a sound channel and play a song! You can also - play links to songs and playlists. It supports links from YouTube and Spotify Soundcloud and much more you can view a full list of commands
here. All the audio effect settings of the premium-play [link or search query] player queue loads the input and adds it to the queue. If there's no game track, then it'll start playing. Aliases: p, q, Queue Permissions: Adds to the message attachment session queue. Aliases: pf, f permissions:
Adding to a queue causes the bot to join your sound channel. Aliases: j Permissions: Manage the Queue View Player. Nicknames: q Skip to the next song. Aliases: n, skip permissions: Manage hops between the Player and the previous song. Aliases: b, Previous, Previous permissions:
Player Management starts looping your current game track. Aliases: Loop Song, lt, ls Permissions: Player Management starts looping your current queue. Aliases: Lq Permissions: Player Management stops looping. Aliases: Loop Stop Permissions: Manage a playback and display words for
a game track. Nicknames: ly searches for your query and displays the returned words. Aliases: ly suspends session permissions: Manage Resume Player Session. Aliases: Revocation Permissions: Managing the Player -remove [track location or title] removes the specified track from the
line. Aliases: r, rm, delete, del permissions: Queue Management -Remove Scope [Start], [Finish] Removes all tracks from the specified beginning to the specified end. Including. Aliases: rr Permissions: Queue Management disconnects the bot from the sound channel and clears the queue.
Aliases: dc, leave, reset permissions: Manage random queue management player and queue tracks. Aliases: Shuffle, Insy, Random, Random Permissions: Queue Management Displays information about the track specified in the queue. Nicknames: Now playing, np displaying game track
information. Nicknames: Now playing, np mode mode 24/7. Aliases: 247 Permissions: Player Management Server Management defines the bass setting of the Player. If you enter a reset, it sets the volume back to the default. Aliases: bb Permissions: Player management sets the player
volume. If you enter a reset, it sets the volume back to the default. Aliases: v, Vol Permissions: Player Management sets the player's playback speed. If you enter a reset, it sets the volume back to the default. Permissions: Player management defines the player's pitch. If you enter a reset, it
sets the pitch height back to the default. Permissions: Manage Player status. Permissions: Player Management replaces vaporwave mode. Permissions: Managing the Player resets all audio effects. Permissions: Player management fast-forwards the player according to the specified
amount. The default amount is aliases of 10 seconds: ff, fwd permissions: Manage the Player Rewind the Player by the specified amount. The default amount is 10 seconds. Aliases: Permissions rw: Managing player searches for your YouTube query enables Choose which songs to queue.
To track the results, simply type its number. Aliases: S Permissions: Add to the play track location setting queue to the specified location. Permissions: Player Management stops the current game path. Permissions: Manage the Player -move [track], [New Location] Moves the specified song
to the specified location. Aliases: m Permissions: Queue Management lists all your saved personal queues. Aliases: Square boxes Load the reserved queue specified in the queue. Aliases: Bitter Load Permissions: Add to queue saved queue to create [name] Save queue under specified
name. Aliases: Deleting a queue saved by sq create [name] deletes the specified saved queue. Aliases: Square delete Displays the bot prefix on the server. Change the server prefix. After you set up a new prefix, the bot will respond only to the new prefix. Permissions: Server
Administration replaces the announcement of currently running message permissions: Server Management Displays all available permissions. Displays the currently defined permissions of the specified role or user. Permissions: Manage Server -Alleys [Deny/Allow/Clean] [Role or User],
[Permission] changes the permissions of a role or user. You can use all to select all permissions. Permissions: Manage Server No Discord music commands were found to provide a way for multiple members of the server to listen to the same music at the same time. Various music bots can
find songs on YouTube, Spotify or other platforms and play them on discord's sound channel. If you join the sound channel, you can listen to a song on Discord. This provides a great way to share new music with friends, host listening parties, or provide background music. However, with so
many Discord music bots available, it can be difficult to know which one to add to your server. If you need help with this decision, this article is for you. Continue reading to compare 5 of the best Discord music robots. You'll also learn how to play music in Discord and how to add music bots



to Discord. Choosing the best contentious music bot 1. Groovy The Discord Groovy bot is a popular music bot, and there are a variety of cool bot commands. With the Groovy Music Bot, you can play songs using links on a website or upload files or search for specific songs. You can also
create a song queue. Within this queue, you can skip songs, return to songs we've achieved before, jump to a particular song, clear the queue, mix or loop in a specific queue or track. Finally, you can search for the lyrics to the song. You can also pay for a Premium Music Groovy bot to
access additional features such as volume control, audio effects, saved queues, and 24/7 gameplay. The premium bot costs $3.99 per month for one server. 2. Octave Octave is another popular discord music bot with premium and free features. The Octave Discord bot can play songs from
YouTube and Soundcloud, create queues, and even create playlists that you can listen to again later. Within queues and playlists, you can skip songs, point as Skip song or not, jump into song, and stir. There are also playlist-specific commands that tell you to create, delete, or edit them, list
your playlists, or upload a playlist from another site. You can also search for the lyrics to your song. Octave Bot Premium opens volume, filters, bass boost, unlimited custom playlists, and longer track length and queue sizes. For $5/month, you can get the above on one server along with 6-
hour track lengths and a queue size of 500. For $10/month, you can get a premium on two servers with 12-hour track lengths and unlimited queue size. 3. Hydra Hydra is a new Discord music bot with a large selection of streaming platforms from. with Hydra Discord bot, you can stream
songs from YouTube, Soundcloud, Spotify, Deezer, or Bandcamp. Hydra is Spotify's best robot. You can also upload audio files to play or stream an online radio. Hydra allows you to create queues and playlists and skip, point, loop, move a song within a queue or at the front of the queue,
re-mix songs, or reactivate songs. You can also search for lyrics or song information. Finally, hydra bot includes only admin commands that allow you to announce which song is playing, change the set language, ban specific users from using the bot, limit how many times a song can be
played, limit Hydra to specific vocal channels, and set who DJs bot and controls the queue. Hydra Premium adds volume control, audio effects, 24/7 playback, and unlimited saved playlists. You can purchase a Hydra premium for a user or server. User premium allows you to use Hydra bot
premium features on any server you are a member of for $1.99 per month or $19.99 per year. The server premium includes the same features as a user premium along with the ability to unlock all premium features for a server of your choice. It costs $2.99 per month or $29.99 per year for
one server. 4. Chip chip is the best free music bot for Discord. It includes the same standard commands as other music bots, allowing users to play songs from YouTube, Vimeo, SoundCloud, Mixer, Twitch and Bandcamp and create queues. You can skip, loop, mix, move, and rewind songs
in the queue. You can also fast-forward to a specific part of a track. Chip also displays lyrics to songs and can create a .txt phone that lists all the tracks in the queue. Best, chip includes free audio control features! With a chip, you can use bass amplification, equalizer, treble boost, voice
boost, and change the volume of the track. Finally, you can use a chip to listen to the radio; The bot includes a list of 180 stations from around the world that you can choose from. Chip also includes premium features, although unlike other bots, all core features can be accessed for free. A
chip premium costs $5 per month and you're allowed to use 24/7 mode, bypass voting locks (so you can change audio effects without the rest of the channel pointing to it), and ignore command cooling (so you can use the same command over and over again). 5. MEE6 MEE6 is a top
dispute moderation bot, but did you know Can you play music on controversy too? The MEE6 music bot is unique in that you can use a visual player on your dashboard to control your music. Instead of entering a series of commands on the server, just get on your online dashboard to view
your turn, manage playlists and search for songs, play and rewind. You can also control volume, record sound channels, and play music 24/7. MEE6 supports music from YouTube, SoundCloud and Twitch. The bot also includes a fun music quiz that lets you challenge your friends to see
who can guess the song and the artist from the fastest clip. However, the above features are only available on MEE6 Premium. You can purchase a lifetime plan for one server for a flat fee of $79.90. Or instead, you can buy a monthly plan for $11.95 a month. You can also save money a
month by purchasing a plan for 6 months or a year. Which Discord music bot is best for me? The answer to this question will depend on what you need, as each music bot has unique features. MEE6 is the easiest to use with its music dashboard, though you'll have to pay to access it. Chip
is the best free music bot as it is the only one to provide free audio effects. Hydra and Chip provide the widest selection of streaming music platforms as well as radio. Specifically, The Hydra Bot is the best Spotify bot for Discord. Hydra also includes the best management controls you can
decide who can use the bot and which channels it can access. Groovy and Octave are more basic bots in terms of features, but remain popular due to their ease of use and stability. As Bot Groovy and Bot Octave have been on contention for some time, it's unlikely they'll be cut off. How to
add a music bot to a controversy you can add a music bot to a controversy in the same way you would add any divisive bot. Just find the bot on its website or a list of bots like top.gg, invite it to your server, and approve its orders. For more detailed instructions, watch the video above or see
our article on how to use Discord bots. Check out our other bot lists for the best robots for business, best moderation bots, and the best 10 Discord bots for each server. Server.
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